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In order for spatial data to be usable for real world spatial searches (such as “Who owns this land?”, “Are 
there any statutes in effect on this area of land?”, “What’s the address of this property?”, “Why can’t I build 
an extension here?”) it needs to refer to a modelled view of reality – more commonly referred to as 
mapping.  Good old Landline is one form of mapping, MasterMap is a more modern version. 

The important thing to remember about mapping is it is always based on a rule base.  What is a rule base?  
For mapping this will include things such as: 

• Surveying techniques 

• Precision of eventual mapping dataset 

• Data storage specification 

• Features to be mapped 

In theory if two surveyors mapped the same area using the same rule base, the maps that they produced 
would be very similar (the only differences would be error in measurement).  Rule bases are subject to 
change.  This means that without change in the real world a map produced of an area may appear to be 
significantly different from a map produced using a different rule base.  This was not noticeable on early 
paper maps because the data and the mapping were merged into a single entity – if the map needed 
redrawing the data would be adjusted to fit as and when appropriate (ironically, this is pretty much what 
we are aiming to do here with certain types of data).   

The advent of GIS allowed for the divorce of data and mapping, it is now possible to change the mapping 
you are viewing without altering the position of your data.  It is very rare to find any kind of provenance 
information linking user data to the mapping it was captured from.  This is one disadvantage that GIS 
systems have that paper maps do not have! 

Changes to the rule base used to generate mapping have been going on since mapping began.  This is not a 
new issue. So why is this a big deal?   

Here’s why.  As spatial data is shared between organisations (and departments) for the purposes of spatial 
searches it is inevitable that data captured to different versions of mapping will be compared.  Two 
polygons representing the same real world features may produce different search results.  The differences 
may be due to: 

• Data overlapping data it should not 

• Data not overlapping data it should 

In the real world this can mean that a search may uncover information it shouldn’t have or (more 
worryingly) not uncover information it should have.  This cannot be tolerated for a system which is being 
used to make decisions which have financial effect, as it may increase the legal risk to the data supplier (as 
the data they supplied could be proven to be unfit for purpose). 

A couple of recent events have caused this ongoing problem to become more immediate.  These are PAI 
(which is essentially a large change to rule base (surveying techniques being part of the rule base used to 
capture the map) causing greater than average shift to mapping) and MasterMap (which holds our 
salvation?) 

Positional Accuracy Improvement (PAI). 
Originally this was viewed as being a solution to the general shift due to the pragmatic gluing together of 
County Series maps by the OS to produce 1:2500 scale National Grid map sheets.  It is now clear that local 
positional shifts due to improved surveying techniques are also part of this.  The upshot of PAI is that data 
captured to mapping which has undergone positional accuracy improvement will need snapping back onto 
the new mapping – this process is logically no different to the process needed for correcting any other shift 
due to a changing rule base.  Technically the process is a little different in that the OS are the in the process 
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of  providing some link files which, in conjunction with some kind of rubbersheeting software, can move 
data roughly back to where it should be.  Once back to roughly where it should be a further process to snap 
data back to mapping can be carried out. 

For general snapping back some kind of software is required which can snap data back to the OS within a 
given tolerance and alert the user when a situation is reached that cannot be automatically resolved. 

The idea of snapping data to mapping is not untested.  Two years ago TerraQuest undertook to snap data 
back to mapping based on the Northern Ireland grid.  This was successful. 

MasterMap 
For the first time we now have a set of digital mapping which has identifiers and versions on the items 
which it is composed of.  This new mapping product is called MasterMap.  OK, so there’s still a few issues 
about who should maintain version history etc, but overall it’s a step in the right direction. 

So, once the processes outlined above (rubbersheeting and snapping where PAI exists, and snapping in all 
other instances as required) are carried out spatial data and the mapping it is based on will once more be 
in synchronisation.  The problem is then maintaining this.  Once spatial data is spatially identical with the 
latest version of MasterMap, it will be possible to transfer the identifiers from the MasterMap data onto the 
spatial data.  It is envisaged that three types of spatial relationship will be recorded: 

• Spatial data wholly contains MasterMap feature 

• Spatial data partially contains MasterMap feature 

• Spatial data touches MasterMap feature 

Using these three relationships it should be clear when a feature needs reviewing due to change of 
mapping. 

Why do this?  Spatial data with identifiers linking them to mapping have the potential to be automatically 
updated as and when the mapping is updated.  If the business logic surrounding automatic updates is too 
complex then a user can be informed and can make a judgement call as to the degree of update required.  
This means that a process can be put in place which ensures that the spatial data is always cospatial with 
the mapping where this should be the case.  Major systems suppliers are aware of the need for this type of 
process and the average time advertised for systems to be supplied is a year to eighteen months.  

To conclude:  The PAI program has highlighted the fact that some kind of data cleansing is required prior to 
the move into MasterMap – this would have been required regardless of whether the PAI program had 
started or not.  The reason to move to MasterMap is that spatial datasets which update in a stable process 
controlled manner with changes in mapping are very valuable, as they remove a major data quality 
headache.  In order to enable this to happen, data will need to be initially investigated to get it to the 
specification of the update process. 


